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THE DYNAMICS OF LOCATIQN: A VON THUNEN-SUPPLY ANALYSIS OF THE CHANGING 

SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COTTON IN UGANDA 

By 

George Alibaruho 

ABSTRACT 

With the increasing popularity of regional anci district planning, 
there is growing necessity to infuse a spatial dimensión in economic analysis 
of African development phenomena. This paper is an attempt to intergrate 
the Economic Geography of one Location theory (Von Thunen) with the 
economic statistical analysis of supply to explain the dramatic ""changes in 
the agricultural landscape in Uganda that is increasirgly showing a 
reJocatión of.tíbtton out of its trditional habitat, Central Uganda. 
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IMTRODUCTION 

Cotton is by far the most widely grown traditional cash crop in 
Uganda. As fig. i will show, it grows in every district except Kigezi in 
the south west and Karamoja in the north east. It is also the second major 
domestic export and is by far a more important absorber of agricultural 
1 abor than any other cash crcp. 

Looking at time series data on land use ánd -physical output in 
the cotton industry, one observes an interestin g phenomenon with respect 
to the spatial distribution of the crop. It is interesting to note that 
before the second worid war and in the immediate postwar years, two thirds 
of the cotton crop was produced in central üganda (Buganda) and only one 
third was produced in Eastern and Northern Uganda. Since the 1950's, the 
focus of cotton growing has shifted northwards and eastwards. As a glance 
at table 1 will show, acreage in the Eastern región almost doubled between 
1950 and 1966 and in general, all regions experiencea a great increase in 
acreage except Buganda where it has actuaily declined steadily. 

A second and related interesting phenomenon is the declining ]pvp], 
of total output currently being experienced in the industry. Although 
the target production under President Amin's "Double Production Campaign" 
and "Economic War" policies has been set at 500,000 b a l e s , ffral a vi don cc 
gathorcd from Lint Marketing Board officials in the Mombasa office revealed 
that production in 1974 will hardly reach the 300,000 bales mark. This 
is in contrast with the 4-10,000 bale production level attained proriously. 

The foragoing two phenomena reflecx changing economic 
interrelationships between various outputs on the multi-product peasant 
farms and between various spatial points in the country. A casual inspection 
of the data in table 1 shows that these changes are more dramaticallyamanifest 
in Buganda (column 5). The object of this paper is to utilise the acreage 
data in tables 1 and 3 apply certain tools of supply and location analysis to 
explain some of the major changing inter crop relationships on the cotton farms 
as well as the changing locational characteristics of the cotton crop in Uganda. 

The Framework for Spatial Analysis 
In this exercise, we shall use "regions" as our units of analysis 

Conceptually, a región is an intermediate category between an aggregate 
economy with no Spatial dimensión and a highly disaggregated economic =ystem 
defined as a set of spatial points. The región is not as disaggregated as the 



Table 1 

.ACREAGE AND PRICE DATA 

t X-l X2 X3 X 4 PC 

194-5 55400 28000 137000 428,000 17 
1946 63400 24000 ,185000 469000 18 
194-7 524000 28000 187000- 298000 20 
1948 768000 44000 267000 477000; ' 22 
1949 696000 42000 364000 526000 30 
1950 656000 58000 312000 506000 33 
1951 779000 56000 262000 416000 45 
1952 805000 53000 273000 342000 50 
1953 867000 57000 284000 :398000 50 
1954 904000 66000 337000 • 432000 51 
1955 883000 62000 267000 374000 51 
1956 892000 53000 277000 346000 55 
1957 875000 78000 316000 348000 56 
1958 1229000 90000 410000 384000 58 
1959 857000 92000 291000 325000 47 
1960 825000 86000 443000 278Q00 48 
1961 - 1084000 86000 443000 278000 55 
1962 1062000 71000 393000 459000 57 
1963 1189000 80000 484000 278000 57 
1964 1278000 95000 473000 281000 51 
1965 1375000 9 3000 529000 . 29 3000 56 
1966 1328000 100000 517000 223000 40 

Source: Ministry of'Agriculture, Entebbe, Revisad Crop Acreages, The 
Government Printer 196p. 

Ministry of Agriculture Anriual Reports, The Government Printer 
(varioue issues) - . 

Xi = Acreage in Easter-n Región 

= Acreage in Western Región 

X3 = Acreage in Korthern Región 

X^ = Acreage in Buganda 

PC = Producer Price of cotton^ u g a n d a ^nts per pound 
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set of spatial points and therefore allows a simplification in the 
analysis of spatial structure and of economic processes in space. It is 
expected that different types of economic activities take place in the 
space defined by the set of spatial points and these include production 
as well as consumption activities. The distribution of all these types of 
activities over all the elements of the set of spatial points yields what may 
be called an economic landscape. For any number of activities, the locational 
requirements of each can in principie be specified. But in practice, the 
specification for each activity is not independent of the specification for 
other activities. This means that if we started from a point of equilibrium, 
it would follow that the locational characteristics of the entire set are likely 
to change as soon as a location decisión is made with respect to any of the 
subset elements. This phenomenon is known sometimes as circuiarity, 
simultaneity or externality. It means in practice that for instance the 
existence of one economic agent at a spatial point may prevent another agent 
from locating near this spatial point. Alternatively, nearness to a particular 
agent may be a prerequisite for some other agent to exist. It has been shown 
in models such as that by Clarkson and Simón (4) that using simulation 
techniques, one can specify the interdependence between the locational 
characteristics of any spatial point and the locational decisions of a 
set of activities. 

In this paper, we shall abstract from the general equilibrium 
properties of the type of a highly disaggregated model such a? that described 
above. We recognise the conceptual problems underlying the delineation of 
regions. On a more operational level, we shall assert that a región may be 
delineated on the basis of homogeneity and functionality or on the basis of 
uniformity of intensity with which a government plans to effect a set of 
spatial points. In the latter case, we say that the región has been delineated 
by political actors. This forms the basis for cur consideration in this paper 
of the pre 1971 administrative regions of Buganda, Western, Eastern and Northen 
Provinces: as our units of spatial analysis.For purposes of data analysis, 
Buganda región consists of the oíd administrative districts of Másaka, East 
Mengo, West Mengo and Mubende. Western región consists of the oíd districts 

since the Amiriyegime carne into powex, adminla-tvative Una-ta 
changed but there hardly/iSy data recorded on the basis of the imits. 

i 
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of Ankole, Toro, Kigezi and Bunyoro. Eastern región consists of the oíd 
adrainistrative districts of Busoga, Bugisu, Bukedi, Sebei and Teso. Northern 
región \Comprises of the oíd adrainistrative districts of Acholi, Lango, 
Karamoja, West Nile and Madi. These regions are shown in fig. 1. 

Having delineated four regions to coincide with administrative and 
data recording units in Uganda and having tábulated some of our basic data 
(table 1), we shall develcp an intergrated Von Thunen - supply response partial 
location model. With this model, we shall explain the change over time in 
the spatial distribution of cotton across the four regions in térros of regional 
differentials in the monetary competitiveness of traditional subsistence 
crops*, these regional differentials being a result of the regional inequalities 
in the distribution of rural and urban population and the accessibility of 
population centers to the food growing cotton farmer. Furthermore, we shall 
explain the regional differentials in the loss of competitiveness of cotton 
(vis a vis food crops) by reference to the price policy in the cotton industry 
and how this compares with the price policy in the. food crop industry. 

A Von Thunen - Supply Response Analysis. 

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the major urban centers in 
Uganda. A joint inspection of figs. 2 and 1 clearly shows that by far the 
largest urban centers are located in or arround Buganda región. Furthermore, 
there is more non - land owning migrant rural population in. Buganda than in 
any other región (7). The urban centres and the non land owning population 
constitute market nuclei of the niarketed food crop ourput of the rural área, 
in each región and sometimes across regions. 

In terms of Fig. 2 and in terms of Ton Thunen location theory, a 
system of Thunen concentric rings will develop around the population centres. 
Crops with a lower yield per acre and a lower price in the market will be 
cultivated farther away from the centres .. In the ábsence of modera trans-
portation facilities, and in the case of isolated settlements, these rings 
would be fairly well defined. In general, we can say that the importapce of 
the population nuclei shown in Fig. 2. for the agricultural economio land-
scape in Uganda will be more pronounced the less comprehensive and leas 
efficient the commodity distribution network is and vice versa. 

Having made the foregcing points, we then notice that in Uganda, the 
population nuclei are larger and more numerous in and around Buganda. Kampala 
with a population of 330,700 is certainly the chief nucleus. The Eastern 
?>cgion clearly ranks second in the size and frequency of population centres. 
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Jinja - Bugembe is the main nucleus although we have to mention that its 
catchment area stretches across the Nile into East Mengo in Buganda región. 
Given that road transportation is the most common means of modern 
transportation, a look at any comrounications map of Uganda shows that the 
network is much more comprehensiva in central Uganda than it is in any other 
región. The two factors (frequency of settlements and efficiency of 
transport) combine to produce four possible outcomes with respect to the 
formation of various modifications on Thunen rings on the Ugandan agricul-
tura! economic landscape. These 4- possible outcomes are shown in ' - chart 1 

CHART 1 

several. Few Scattered 
Settlements Settlements 

Efficient Transport (1) (2) 
Between Settlements Thunen rings of Thunen rings more well 
and Hinterland - higher return crops defined. Lew return crops 

are wider and tend nearer population centres 
to .merge. Low re- than is the case in (1) 
turn crops pushed Low return rings 
to región1s peri- may merge 
phery 

(3) (4) 
Inefficient Thunen rings more Thunen rings most 
Transport. weli defined. Low weli defined according 

return crops nearer to differential rates of 
population centres profitability 
than in case (1) 
Low return rings 
may merge 

As will be observad on chart case (2) gives a similar outcome 
as case (3). Case (1) shows a plausible description of the situation in 
Buganda and the southern part of eastern región. Soma combination of cases (2) 
(or 3) and. (4) offer a plausible description of -aany parts of North and 
Western Uganda. 
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The Changing Relative Rata of Profitability of Cotton 

Since the late 1950's and more so since 1971, due partly to 
commodity marketing and pricing policy and due mere recently to the 
skyrocketing food prices and the general decline in the efficiency of the 
transportation network, marketed feod commodities do yield a higher rate of 
return to farmers than'" cotton, a tradicional cash crop. The lint 
marketing board determines a producer price for seed cotton and determines the 
ginning and baling margins at a sufficiently low level such as to guará against 
déficits that are apt to result from the fact that its operating costs are 
constatly rising out of proportion with its scale of operations. Table 2 
shows the mc-ney breakdown for every pound of lint cotton exported by the lint 
marketing board. 

In this table, the absolute magnitude of each of the six factors 
determining the level of producer prices is presented. Furthermore, the 
percentage of the total expert price is shown for each factor. It will be 
noticed in row 1 of the table that producer prices have at their highest been 
23% of the c.i.f. export price. The ginning ana baling allowances were á 
lower percentage of c.i.f. export price than the producer prices were up to 
19 58, but remained higher from then up to 1965. Then the lint Marketing Board 
substatially reduced this allowance to make good its déficits. Export tax as 
a percentage of export price was highest at 20% in 19 51, and until 1953 was a 
bigger share of export price than producer price. The relative percentages 
of the two remained about the same up to 19 57, when expert prices started 
falling. Thereafter, the percentage of export taxes has been substantially 
lower. Until 1952, the share of Marketing Board net surplus (déficit) was 
more than twice as large as the share^producer price in the export price. 
Thereafter, its share was lower but positive up to 1958. It has since been 
negative and somewhat increasing in absolute valué except for the year 1960. 
By far the biggest share of the export price is the item listed as "Administative, 
Freightj Insurance, Marketing and Miscellanous Expenditure". Unfortunately, 
because of the data deficiencies, it was not possible to break down this item 
completely into its component parts, but as can be seen, its share of the export 
price is unbelievably high. - Almost' each year it is more than twice the share of 
producer prices. 

Pricing policy is not the only factor explaining the declining relative 
rate of profitability of cotton but it is very important especially in the 
light of the fact that there are no comparable producer price controls on 
potentially competing focd crops. The latter have fh.eT?ef ore interchanged with 
cotton in the rate of return. In the light of less inefficient transport in 
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Buganda and South .• Eastérn Ugánda and in terms of the urban market for 
been 

food crops, modified Thunen-rings that include cotton have/pushed to the 
decline 

periphery of this región; henee y i n acreage and output-in this area. 

The Thunen partial location raodel discussed so far is in essence a 
model of farmer response to changing relative profitablity of feasible 
alternativa croos.. The feasible alternatives to the cotton farmer differ from 
región to'región. We shall now specify what they are, then construct and 

whose parameters will show that estimate regional farmer response moaelS' 
will 

cotton production m Uganda/tend to relocate ítseif'out of the central región 
(Buganda). .. : : • : 
Summary of Production Alternativas Available to Cotton Farmers in Uganda's 
Four Regions • 

A geographical study of the current-cotton producing area, reveáis;:' 
; that .mixed beans , cassava, groundnut, maize, sorghum millet, f i'nger 
millet , plant.?.ins and sweet petatoes cucr the major cropping alternatives 
to cotton farmers in Eastern Uganda. In the Western región, this list includes 

•• field peas and tobacco in addition. In Northern Uganda, the list includes 
pigeoh peas, tobacco, and simsim in addition, but does not include plantains. 
In Buganda,. the most important cropping alternatives are mixed beans, soya 
beans, cassava, robusta coffee, groundnuts, maize, sorghum millet, finger 

i ! i 
,) millet-, plaptains and sweet potatoes. These must xn one way or another be 
i : ' : { 

taken into account as signifi-cant food and cash earning alternatives to cotton 
production. 

It is the major contention of this paper that where as prior to 
1960 the" secular decline of cotton acreage in Buganda could be credibly 
explained terms of the increased acreage. in coffee, in post independence 
Uganda, thiáj must be more largely explained in"terms of the increasing 
marketability of and higher returns on the traditional subsistence crops listed 

: in the foregeing paragraph. It is this contention which the Thunen analysis 
shaded light on that we shall now proye more rigorcusly using statistical i 
techniques. : 

Cbmpeting ^opd Crops as major Factcrs in the Locational Characteristics of 
Cottor. ¿Regression Analysis, 

We shall start by defir.ing variables X i t is as defined in table 1; 
i = 1, 2, — , 4 where in this and subsequent -variables, subspripts 1,2,3 and 4 
;refer to Eastern, Western, Northern and Buganda regions respectively and ".t 
is a time subscript . \-jis the sum of the acreagé devoted v.. the-"- ' - • 

l 
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to the production in each región of the food crops listed in the previous 
section. PC is the producer price of cotton. The dependent variable is 
[ X/Y 3 which is a measure of the allocation of land inputs to cotton 
relative to food crops. Even in the absence of a comprehensive price series 
for the various food crops irnent ioned, we can still develop a model to explain 
variations in [ X/Y ] . The explanantory variable will be taken to be the 1 L • 
farmers' expected "normar* price of cotton, PC*t, as a proxy for expected 
"normal" return. PC* will be last period's expected "normal" price plus 
some factor which is proportional to the difference between actual and expected 
"normal" price and the proportionally factor is called the coefficient of 
expectations. As to the mathematical versión of this statement, specification 
of the lag structure and econometric conditions to be satisfied, the reader 
is referred to the more detailed treatment in (2). The relationship between 
[ X/Y ] ^ and PC suggest regressions of the form. 

(1) [ X/Y] .t =a. + b.PCt _ 1 + [X/Y ].t + V.t_ 

where a., b. and S. are parameters to be estimated; V. are observed deviations i i i r ' it 
from the regression lines in the [X/Y direction. Equation (1) will be 
estimated for each of the regions using ordinary least squares technique. 
The log versión of the variables will be adopted for ease of calculation of 
relative acreage responses to ehanges j_n PC . 

The Data 

The period covered by the data is 1945 - 1955; i.e., t = 194-5, 1955. 
X..and PC. are shown in table 1; Y., are shown in table 3. In the case of Y_. it t 3 it 2t, 
only the food crop acreage in Toro and Bunyoro districts is considered as these 
are the only significant cotton producing areas in the west. The variable DU 
is a dummy variable that takes on the valué 0 or 1 as shown in table 3 and is 
considered an explanantory variable in determining [X/Yj ̂  because it shows the 
1963 transfer of the cotton growing countries of Buyaga and :¡»vigangaizifrom 
Buganda to western región. 

Statistical Results 

The results of the estimations are shown in table 4. Before we can 
use these results, we have to first check them for serial correlation to 
make sure the estimates are not biased. We do this by applying the Durbin 
Watson test. 
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FOOD CROP ACREAGE IN UGANDA'S FOUR REGIONS 
1945-1966 

Year 
(t) 

Y1 *2 Y3 ^4 DU 

1945 1676000 204000 779000 855000 0 
1946 1587000 247000 837000 1066000 0 
1947 1487000 240000 885000 9 55000 0 
1948 1597000 233000 944000 1016000 0 
1949 1636000 244000 1081000 1090000 0 
1950 1666000 248000 1137000 981000 0 
1951 1717000 258000 1139000 999000 0 
1952 1593000 268000 T1B6000 JL 1063000 0 
1953 1932000 281000 1260000 1498000 0 
1954 2207000 269000 1256000 1381000 0 
1955 2048 000 256000 119 3000 1288000 0 
1956 2061000 245000 1114000 118É000 0 
19 57 1957000 246000 1147000 10í5000 0 
1958 2171000 288000 1142000 1027000 0 
1959 2379000 311000 1275000 1171000 0 
1960 2040000 238000 1225000 1184000 0 
1961 2294000 272000 1545000 1167000 0 
1962 2353000 248000 1442000 1125000 y 

1963 2306000 341000 1581000 1172000 1 
1964 2688000 438000 189 3QQ0 1412000 1 
1965 3041000 360000 1727000 1510000 1 
1966 3106000 410000 1932000 14&6000 1 

Source: See Taitle 1. 
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Let the nuil hypothesis be that the disturbances are not correlated 
and the alternative hypothesis be that they positively autocorrelated. The 
nuil hypothesis is rejected in favor of the alternative hypothesis when the 
Durbin-Watson statistic of the tregression takes a sufficiently small valué-
For each of the regions, there are 4 sample statistics to be estimated and 
with 21 observations, we shall reject the same nuil hypothesis in favor of 
the alternative hypothesis if D-W<1.03. We shall accept the nuil hypothesis 
and reject the alternativehypothesis if D-W>1.67. The test will be inconclusive 
if 1.03<D-W<1.67. Looking at table 4 in all the regressions. the Durbin-Watson 
statistic is greater then 1.67 which makes us accept the nuil hypothesis. ' 
There is n® eyidance^ th§ref ore,' thát the estimates are biased. 

These results show very interesting regional differences in the 
response of crop acreage roix to ehanges in cotton prices. The food crop 
factor seems to be negligible at any reasonable level of statistical 
significance: in Eastern and Northern regions. In fact, looking at the 
per-ameters and R 2 , the model hardly explains any ehanges in crop acreage 
mix in these two regions. In the case of western región, it explains 66% 
of the variations but as column 2 of table 1 will show, this is not a major 
cotton región. The results are most interesting for Buganda. The price 
coefficient is significantly different from zero at the 0.10 level of 
significance while the lagged relative acreage ccefficient is significantly 
different from zero even at the 0.025 level. Looking at R^, the model 
explains about 70% of the variations in crop acreage mix. 

the "Sensitivity" of Crop Acreage Mix to Changes in Cotton Producer Prices 

We can now develop the concept of sensitivity of acreage shares. 
Sensitivity of acreage shares is the responsiveness of crop acreage mix to 
variations in cotton producer prices. If we define the sensitivity index as ' -
the quotient of the resultant proportional change in (X/Y)., and the lu 
causal proportional change in PC t i t h e n s i n c e a l l variables were transformed 
to logs, the price coefficients estimated do measure this "sensitivity'1. Since 
this sensitivity is fairly high in Buganda (0^385926 in the short run and 

2 

0.615 in the long run) this is a sufficient condition to show that over 
the long run, cotton production will decline fastest in Buganda with the 
relative loss of competitiveness of this crop in bringing monetary returns to 
the rnulti-product "peasant" farmer. This will be inereasingly reinforced 
by shortage of farming land, 

2. For technique of calculating long sensitivity of crop 
acreage shares, see (2). 
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CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have tried to apply certain tools of supply and 

location theory to explain how the response of cotton farrriers to differentials 
in the rates of return of alternative crops has led to an agricultura! 
landscape that is tending to push cotton production out of Central Uganda. 
We know thax the profitability of growing any crop is a function of price, costs 
and the physical productivity per acre of the land. In the case of Ugandan 
cotton, physical productivity per acre has been rising as the appendix 
points out. Yet this has not been directly converted to the advantage of 
the farmer as not only have costs tended to rise but more so because of pricing 
policy. The net effect has been to reduce the profitability of growing cotton 
in relation to marketable food crops. The pattern of cotton distribution is 
therefore changing according:7 to the botanic feasibility of growing alternative 
food crops and according to accesibility of the mainly urban markets for 
these crops. This is a dynamic situation that cannot be reversed by any 
non economic policies either in the form of "Double Production Campaigns" or 
in the ñame of the "economic war". If the agricultural landscape is to 

bo changed and output increased siniultaneously<, appropriate regional 

differentials in producer pricos must bo instituted according to 

spatial variations in the sensitivity of crop acreage shares to changos 

in producer prices. 
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APPENDIX 

Seed Selection and The History of Commercial Cotton Growing in Uganda 

There is little evidence that the cotton crop is indigenous to 
Uganda. The history of commercial' cotton growing in Uganda is weli 
documented and all the strains grcwn in the country are cross-breeds of 
previously imported strains. Economic cultivation of cotton dates as far 
back as the heginning of thi' centuryand was initially concentrated in the 
Central/Southern part of the country 'in the area known as Buganda. 
Consequently, the major research work and the location of the first research 
facilities was concentrated in this area. 

Since 1900, a programme of seed selection to over-come certain plant 
deficiencies and to meet ginning and spinning specifications has been the 
prime concern of the research stations at Serere in Teso (Eastern Región) and 
Namulonge (Buganda región). During the period 1903 to 1910, a .number of 
varieties of cotton were introduced into Uganda and experience was gathered 
on the valué of each imported strain growing "under local conditions. This 
period marks the first attempt to found extensive cotton industry in Uganda. 
In 1907, a cotton conference was held and it decidéd that in future, 
importaticns of strains should be limited to American Upland varieties. 
Nevertheless, some attention was also paid to Egyptian varieties already in 
the country. These Egyptian varieties were later finally abandoned as useless 
under the Ugandan enviromental. conditions. 

During the period 1911 to 1920, the industry developed on the basis 
of two American varieties, "Alien" and "Sunflower". In 1911, the first 
cotton experimental station for the increase of new varieties was opened at 
Kadinguru in Teso District and in 1912, selection work was carried out on 
"Alien" and "Sunflower" to get strains suited to local conditions. In 
1915, ancther variety, "Nysaland Upland" was introduced in the country. 

During the period 1920 to 1970, the major Ímpetus to research was 
thé urge to reduce the seriousness to the crop of bacterial blight known 
as "blackarm" and also as "xanthomonas njalvacearum'" The strains already in , 
the counrry shovred different resistance to blackarm but the most resistant of 
them all was the Upland variety "gcssypium hirsutum". There was speculation 
that immunity to blight existed in unselected upland storks in Northern 
Nigeria. Subsequently, gene-run seed was imported and sslected. rigorously 
for resistance to xanthomonas malvacearum. 
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In the first gBüGPCitiicn 9 3. few immune plants appeared and from their 
seeds, a stork which became known as "Albar" was developed. As had been 
speculated, the Albar stork showed unmistakable signs of introgression from 
punctatum. From the genetic aiversity thus generated, a number of high 
yielding, highly resistant storks with a range of quality characteristics were 
selected either as local selections or as Albar crosses. 

Development of the B.P. 52, S. 47, B.P.A. and SATU Varieties 

Towards the beginning of the Second World War, a major project 
ox%iginated with the breeding and seed supply of "Sea-island" cotton from'the West 
IndiéSi This research effcrt led to the development of the B.P.52 and S.47 
varieties. The B.P. 52 was grown beginning 1939/40 and the S. 47 beginning 
1947/48. The B.P. 52 produced a longer and stronger fibre than the S.47. 
Consequ'ently, the B.P. 52 was in greater demand. ...These. two varieties formed 
the basis of the industry until the early 1960's. 

jn 1955 the N.C. 54."variety was developed out of the B.P.52. It 
turned out to have higher lint outturn ratio, but the length of the staple was 
slightly reduced. Selection work to improve. the S. 47 resulted in the 
varieties D.É. 715/6M..in 1955 and B.C. 177 in 1960. Howéver, these were all 
called S. 47 because of their similarity te the original S. 47. 

The most recent contribution of the seed selection programme has 
been the development of the BPA and SATU varieties that have now aimost 
completely supplanted the S. 47 and B .P'. 52'varieities. Both have been developed 
from Albar stocks and are much more resistant to bacterial blight than B.P.52 
and S.47. SATU was released in 1964 and grows through Northern Uganda. BPA 
was released in 1966. and had spread throughout theSouthérn growing areas 
by the 1970/71 season. The physical distribution of the varieties currently 
grown is shovín in fig. L .With the introduction of SATU (Serere Albar Type 
Uganda) the nean yields in the North and Eastern regions _ros_ê sfrcTr; 295 lbs. per 
acre in 1963 te 343 lbs» in 1964. From district variet-T in the B.P. cotton 
area, BPA has over a period of üeven seasens given increases of lint of 22% 
over B.P.52. In the triáis in the Southern area oVer seven'seasons, SATU has 
raised the average yield by 17% over the S47. The yarn strength is comparable 
to that of the predecessors but the staples are longer. 
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